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…not for Kids Quiz 5

1. What novel conditions can diners at London restaurant 'The Bunyadi' experience while eating?

2. In 2011, British designer Rachel Freire created a dress made from which animal parts?

3. Ringed with barbed wire fences and guard towers, how are the attractions at Grūtas Park in
Lithuania better known?

4. What are the rare patterns of pouches hanging underneath the base of a cloud known as?

5. According to Homer Simpson, what is the first step toward failure?

6. What word does David Beckham have tattooed on him in Hindi, but spelled wrong?

7. The release of Halo 2 for Windows Vista was delayed because it has a hidden picture of what?

8. Which musical artist had a swimming pool in the shape of a piano at his home is Sherman Oaks,
California?

9. What did Emma Watson say was the 'most horrible thing I had to do' in the Harry Potter films?

10. Colourful 16th-century Danish astronomer Tycho Brahe was famous for having a pet what?

11. In Bolivia, there is a ritual called Tinku, where the locals gather to dance and do what together?

12. In 2014, a 49-year-old man was arrested for trying to have sex with what?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Dining naked
2. Nipples
3. Stalin World
4. Mammatus (or breast clouds)
5. Trying
6. Victoria (actually spells Vihctoria)

7. A backside
8. Liberace
9. Kissing Rupert Grint (felt like 'incest')
10. Pet Elk
11. Fist Fight
12. An ATM and a picnic table

Sphinx Phoenix 
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